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5S Profile
The 5S Profile Module is a comprehensive method of creating and assigning
questionnaires that link Users to corresponding activities. These activities help to
enforce your business practices and contain both assigned training and corrective
actions, which are assigned based on the answers provided by the User. These
dynamic and personalized questionnaires are easy to set up and maintain. Answer
formats include dropdown, multi-select, calendar, and text. With the ability to
format question text and add Keyword with definitions, Users are guided through the
process. The established 5S Profiles will assist in carrying out all steps of the 5S
process including: Sort, Set in Order, Shine, Standardize, and Sustain.
5S Profile flows into AIC’s Regulatory Compliance Module where you can track and
view the status of 5S Profiles and the Locations they have been assigned to. By
adding the 5S Profile Module to your AIC One Global Platform Suite you can
maximize your capabilities and further your online business management potential.
The 5S Profile Module will enable you to uphold the following key terms:
 Measure: Utilizing the 5S Profile Module to create custom questionnaires will
enable comprehensive measurement of employee’s knowledge in regards to
important subjects. The questionnaire results will contribute to defining
necessary corrective methods for achieving top level business standards.
 Assign: Once Users Complete their questionnaires they can be assigned
activities, trainings, and corrective actions based on the answers they have
provided. These activities are maintained by the Administrators and can be
highly customized to each specific 5S Profile.
 Maintain: 5S Profile flows into the Regulatory Compliance Module where you
can view assignments on a Location basis and track the progress of assigned
5S Profiles with ease. 5S Profiles can be reassigned on a regular basis to
ensure the employees are maintaining their knowledge on the subject
contained therein.
 Move Forward: 5S Profile will allow you to measure the actions, trainings,
and corrective actions that need to be assigned to your employees in order to
maintain the highest professional standards possible. Through utilizing the 5S
Profile Module you will be able to continue to move forward and easily track
the progress of your employees.
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